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I feel immensely grateful to friends and col-
leagues for their very special invitation to attend this
meeting. For me it is like a lease on my scientific
life, and I will profit of this privilege for expressing
myself freely, also in the hope of benefiting from
new instruction that could clarify what have been for
me, and still in part are, persistent problems.

My subject now concerns the functional structure
of the surperficial layers of the water bodies –and
specifically of the oceans. My feeling is that the rich
degree of organization at a small scale of the top lay-
ers of the oceans, and their dynamics, isolates very
effectively and in a rather complex way the atmos-
phere from the larger mass of ocean waters. Now
there are possible new approaches to old problems,
although many doubts remain. The relatively recent

recognition of the omnipresence of very small
prokaryota, forces any phytoplankton student to
reconsider the classical views. The indefinite –even
close to “eternal”– vitality of such small things,
associated with their capacity to generate reducing
power, and their “unsinkability”, explains their pres-
ence in important and potentially very active layers
of the hydrosphere. I am asking myself if the gener-
ated kind of situations might be compared, from a
global point of view (could I dare to write Gaia’s
point of view?), to those that prevail on land. 

Plankton communities get reducing power from
light and apply it to grow biological organization.
The very tiny things for which planktonologists did
not care sufficiently until now, are responsible for
the creation and maintenance of a sort of “plankton
surface valve” effective in controlling gas exchanges
with the atmosphere. I remember having discussed
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this aspect with Richard Vollenweider many years
ago, in relation with lakes and reservoirs, but the
validity of the same mechanism in the oceans was
not clear to me until recently, when the life and
activity of a large number of tiny, pigmented cells,
apt to persist inactive in some kind of “suspended
animation” became obvious to the students of plank-
ton, as a last or at least penultimate stage in the grad-
ual recognition of small and smaller living elements
suspended in water and practically immortal through
periods of suspended activity.

The quality of being virtually unsinkable matters
very much through providing a background quality
that “colours” potentially and uniformly a mass of
water, to which it confers some reducing power,
small or large. I will keep insisting in the very
important fact that the smallness of the organisms
under consideration bounds them almost solidly to
water, in the sense that active or passive, such tiny
beasts do not sink naturally or, at least, they should
move downwards with extreme slowness. Again,
their smallness assures their ubiquitous availability
at every level and their perpetual and universal
effectivity as potential providers of reducing power.

These small organisms absorb radiation and
make available reducing power everywhere. Phos-
phorus is necessary for biosynthesis, and most gen-
erally its scarcity is the factor that sets limits to the
grow of “real” life. If phosphorus is no more avail-
able, light reaching the photosynthetic system
results in the generation of extra chemical reducing
power that could be put to varied uses, significant in
survival and evolution, even if some of their sup-
posed functions might appear not essential or only
secondarily helpful in competition.

A good argument in favour of this assertion may
start considering the role played by wood in terres-
trial ecosystems, best expressed in the success of the
tree as dominant life-form on land. This could led
immediately to suspect some possible utility or pos-
itive effect of the reducing power of picoplankton
–and also of phytoplankton of larger size, if nutri-
ents (read, mainly, phosphorus!) are only minimally
available. To be sure, besides wood leading to occu-
pation and use of space and to historical persistence,
reducing power available on land provides further
for synthesis of a large spectrum of helpful materi-
als, from essences to cork and rubber. I think that
through such kind of considerations we could be
better prepared to grasp more adequately any impor-
tant role for the most tiny organisms suspended in
sea water.

I think in special of dinoflagellates and of their
toxic secretions, that in their variety can be com-
pared with the variety of essences, volatiles, gums,
etc. produced by terrestrial plants. It is a new world
of static and quiescent material organizations and
their ancillary products that not only dissolve in
water, but can pass to the atmosphere, as it is record-
ed that happens in patches above dinoflagellate and
coccolithophore blooms, and that can be compared
to the essences produced by terrestrial plants, or that
can be operative by ingestion, like the many kinds of
poisons produced principally, but not exclusively, by
dinoflagellates, substances that in a further step, led
to resistance to them or mithridatism. Indeed mus-
sels absorbe poisons, that only later become danger-
ously effective in humans eating them. Speculation
wanders freely and phantasy can go ahead many
steps. I spent a considerable fraction of time in my
life counting plankton samples, although now I feel
that the results were barely worth of the effort. In the
first place, we used an inadequate fixing fluid with
iodide and formaline that destroyed coccoliths
badly. They became under- represented in our lists,
as the recent and careful study by Lluisa Cros (2001)
shows (her Ph D thesis, recently sustained). Coccol-
ithophores seem to be involved in the job of using
excess reducing power to produce several com-
pounds, suspected at least to go to the atmosphere
and perhaps exploited as to signal to marine birds
the probability of finding some source of fish meat.
Fish could eat plankton, so the trick would tend to
reduce the number of local enemies. It might appear
a bit convoluted to be true, but so has been said.

I would suspect that the oceans provide convinc-
ing scenarios for the evolution of comparable mech-
anisms. As stated before, dinoflagellates –as well as
organisms of other taxonomic groups–, towards the
end of their blooms (red tides), when available phos-
phorus becomes scarce in water, produce a large
variety of toxic molecules consisting of hydrocarbon
chains, as it could be anticipated, without phospho-
rus, apt to kill and initiate the decomposition of var-
ied organisms of different taxonomic groups, thus
recycling and making available again elements that
were disappearing from the liquid environment,
probably phosphorus in the first place of impor-
tance. Such events contribute, among others, to
increase diversification in oceanic life. 

The basics concern the importance of the role
played in survival and evolution by the reducing
power gained by pigment bearing cyanobacteria,
how effectively it is applied to inorganic –and organ-
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ic– compounds present at sea, and how such effec-
tivity is reflected, and eventually could be estimated,
first through the spectra of fluorescence emitted by
pigment bearing microorganisms, and later and
more obviously by their survival.

An important fraction of the excedent reducing
power is probably invested in the reduction of nitrate
to nitrite in the environment (Blasco, 1971).
Although the layers enriched in nitrite in many
places and seasons have been explained and inter-
preted in different ways, they have been accepted as
common without much discussion, although they
were seen often as intermediate stages in a process
of fast recycling, “sparing energy” for the legion of
organisms that are to take nitrogen compounds
again. Now, after recognition of the ubiquity of
small cells and their reducing power, as well as the
coincidence of the very abundant populations of
them with the levels of maximum nitrite, the imme-
diate suggestion points to the importance of the role
of such tiny cells in using the energy of light in form
of reducing power, its application to nitrate and their
contribution to the creation of the layers of maxi-
mum nitrite concentration, thus made dependent
also on the efficiency of such diminutive organisms.
Such layers cannot be only a result of the activity of
the larger components of phytoplankton, although
their contribution has to be considered as well,
although never in exclusive terms. The reduction of
nitrate to nitrite would happen at twilight, assuming
that algae could outcompete further limits to the bio-
logical productivity of the oceans in the present
times. A decreasing biological productivity may be
one reason why now the depths are not as anoxic as
could be suspected or expected. Anyway, it seems to
me that the whole pack of heterogeneous layers
placed around the level of light extinction, and
including at least part of the layers rich in “immor-
tal” chlorophyll bearing tiny things –again remem-
ber that their smallness warrants their practical qual-
ity of unsinkables–, should play a considerable role
in the regulation of the regime of the whole oceans.
Falkowsky could agree. This is in coincidence also
with views expressed by Vollenweider in relation
with problems concerning lake eutrophication.

The different contributions (both, from prokary-
otes and from true planktonic algae) help to gener-
ate more or less complex layers, approximately
extended horizontally. One important role for them
is that they operate presumably as unidirectional
valves, that might be effective, providing in some
sense and in one way a relative isolation of the deep-

er oceanic waters from the water layers closer to the
surface, more illuminated and where the exchanges
with the atmosphere are easy.

Obviously, differences in the behaviour of organ-
isms of the different groups (diatoms and different
flagellates; Lomas and Glibert, 2000) should be
expected, and not only between prokaryota and
eucaryota. Further interest in the problem could only
reveal that the layer relatively rich in nitrite is gen-
erally not much thick, but it is present almost every-
where or in many different marine areas, and, as
should be expected, shows particularly well in
places where stratification of water has persisted
recently for a while. The areas in which such layers
are less thick or disappear altogether coincide, as
expected, with places subjected to vertical mixing
by reasons that have to do with water mechanics.

It could be suspected that around such kinds of
distributions relevant phenomena exist, and perhaps
now unsuspected mechanisms are added as special
situations arise. Laboratory experiments by Dolors
Blasco complemented the observations on layers
relatively enriched in nitrite at sea. The environmen-
tal reduction of nitrate to nitrite, using mixed cul-
tures under different conditions was studied by her
(Blasco, 1971). Shifts in the chemical environmen-
tal through action of the organisms was evident, in
part demonstrated by the apparent capacity of phy-
toplankton populations to take nitrate and excrete
nitrite. There is a rather long history of research and
speculation concerning this subject. Discussion
especially centered around the possibility of some
shortcut in the cycle of nitrogen, but now I do not
want to go again in the subject, except in one aspect
that might be relevant to my present interpretations
and hypothesis.

The background scenario offered by the oceans
differs from the one presented by the surface of con-
tinents, in what concerns the final use of the reduc-
ing power of the light, as made available through the
machinery of photosynthesis, that essentially is the
same everywhere. Reducing power seems to have
seen applied perhaps much less at sea, or at least in
a different way, perhaps less important, or this may
be only apparent, as there does not exist the marine
equivalent of wood and “true” forests, only a shore
of reducing power. Or perhaps other competing
mechanisms have been effective in evolution: In
fact, rigid, strong, but passive material is not, could
not be, perhaps for mechanical or other physical rea-
sons, as successful in generating organisms mechan-
ically successful in the open sea as it has been on
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land, except perhaps only on a relatively minor
scale, as in few coastal algae, kelp and the floating
communities of kelp and sargasso weeds –the
mechanical problems are different, as in the sea
large plants need to remain mechanically flexible. It
seems that the forest and the plankton, as model
ecosystems, have been forced along quite diverging
paths in their separate evolution in diverging envi-
ronments (Bates, 1960).

Although the scenarios on land and at sea might
appear different, they are substantially comparable
(Margalef, 1997). In the sea evolution has barely
found uses for wood and cork, or for their analogues
or equivalents, in the sense to create large complex
molecules without phosphorus, but apt to add to the
survival value of the organisms, as are mucilages,
terpenes and essences in general. We do not know,
for the time being, there might exist at sea some
other equivalent ways to contribute to the organiza-
tion and conservation of most ancient or primitive
kinds of ecosystems

Recognition of the ubiquity of such kind of rela-
tions leads to wonder about the different ways in
which the reducing power obtained from light in the
photosynthetic system has been incorporated and
put to work by life and evolution, both at sea as in
the terrestrial ecosystem, in which it has been made
historically more apparent to our species, at least in
the role played by wood, rubber and many varied
volatile hydrocarbons.

Cycles of nutrients are responsible for local seg-
regations as well as for historical changes
expressed as repeated ecological successions. I am
grateful to destiny for having introduced me to the
study of marine life in the Rias of Galicia, in NW
Spain. I was much impressed by regular events of
mixing of the water in the interior of the rias, that
are relatively narrow inlets, penetrating deeply on
land, which water is renovated by mixing with the
outside ocean, in a more or less irregular and, at
least, discontinuous way. Massive water exchanges
reinitialize from time to time the development of
populations that ordinarily start with the domi-
nance of diatoms. Succession may end after a few
weeks, a time that can be extended up to a couple
of months, ending in red tides. To start again the
process, always replaying the particular path con-
verging also towards red tides again. Old local fish-
ermen used to compare red tides to menstruation,
as seen as a way for the sea of cleansing itself peri-
odically, at least inside the rias. Anyway, the events
are terminated in a more or less relatively discon-

tinuous or sudden way by acceleration of the
exchange of water between the rias and the
Atlantic, an event, relatively rapid, that is always
followed by a sharp change in the plankton quality,
normally restarted with a dominance of diatoms.

I tried, although without total success by reason
of technical limitations, to reproduce on rafts at sea
such successional sequences. I was later more suc-
cessful in the laboratory, continuing to experiment
with cultures in enriched water, held circulating
along plastic flexible and transparent tubes. After
some trials, insistence was rewarded by more suc-
cess in reproducing plankton successions and, with
some surprise, I found as a general and repeatable
event a shift in the composition of photosynthetic
pigments, that I tried to characterize and express by
the ratio between the absorptions of acetonic
extracts at the respective wavelengths of 430 and
665 µm (Margalef, 1958).

Although perhaps it is not essential to my present
discourse, I would like to stress the pertinence of the
concept of ecological succession and its analysis, in
the frame of how one compound or mixed popula-
tion follows another, in a way in which spatial het-
erogeneity is essentially generated by, or become
associated with, such kind of successional changes,
as expressed in the more or less advanced stages in
patches of water that are representative of stages in
a process of ecological succession. Populations
never remain constant in their composition, but con-
tinuously shift as the result of differences in growth
speed among the different species present and those
that might become available in the course of time, or
grow in relation with more fundamental (being the
cause of change) shifts in the properties of the sur-
rounding volumes of water. In this way, local differ-
ences are generated, and their relationship as well as
their influence on the populations becomes trace-
ably identified. Repeated ecological succession pro-
vides the scenario where persistent trends in selec-
tion can be expressed as one common scenario in
which evolution becomes more a collective event
than a bunch of haphazard adventures.

Out of the laboratory experiments, in the open
seas, extensive and wider ranging gradients are
observed, as they develop and appear or vanish
under more or less strong mixing and expressing
local trends. These may differ up to the point to gen-
erate relatively sharp discontinuities, that manifest
themselves over larger volumes and become special-
ly interesting when boundaries attract more atten-
tion for being more manifest.
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One could expect that vertical patterns (stratifi-
cation) should be quite general, or at least provide
for more expectable or more regular explanations,
than differences expressed between points at the
same level, in the form of horizontal patchiness.
After all, vertical distributions have a number of
determining and controlling factors of common and
well known operation, as distribution of light,
mechanical energy, nutrients, etc.

Besides considerations and experiments on the
possible generation of gradients in the distributions
of organisms, it soon became obvious that the phy-
toplankton reacts in its composition to the more or
less complex structure and properties of the envi-
ronment. After what has been written it is natural
to consider the quality and distribution of phyto-
plankton in relation with the concentration of
reduced nitrogen compounds (nitrite) in local
patches or even amplified as large end even contin-
uous layers, which in the Mediterranean are
extended normally between 30 and 50 meters
(occasionally going down to 70 m) around twilight
depths (Margalef et al., 1966; Margalef, 1995).
Locally and notoriously, the levels of maximal flu-
orescence of phytoplankton; that is, of maximal
return of radiation not used by photosynthesis, are
found between 40 and 80 m depth and tend to coin-
cide with levels where a recent reduction of nitrate
to nitrite was probably intense, resulting in rela-
tively high concentrations of nitrite (50-380 ng-
at/L) in the water at such levels.

There are not walls in the sea, and the patterns
related to succession, or to stratification or either to
shear of water masses, have open boundaries and
have to be related to incompleted processes of mix-
ing operating between centers of different chemical
activity.

Now we begin to have more data –although never
enough– concerning the same NW Mediterranean
areas, and even experimental approaches, that make
us more familiar with the life and distribution of
beings much more tiny than coccolithophores, pig-
mented bacteria and cyanobacteria less or much less
than 2 µm across, and it seems obvious, or at least I
am ready to accept, that such organisms in tremen-
dous numbers (1000-200000 cels. per mL) and apt
to persist, alive and relatively non active, for long
periods of time, could be sensibly effective bio-
chemically. What enthuses me is the virtual immor-
tality of such tiny “beasts”, their null or relatively
low speed of sedimentation, and their availability
everywhere, keeping their capacity to apply their

undeniable reducing power when appropriate condi-
tions presents themselves. This should happen over
all the world ocean and, to me, Western Mediter-
ranean could provide an excellent space for consid-
eration. Recent work (Gasol and del Giorgio, 2000,
and references there; Denis et al., 2000) provides
numbers concerning our NW Mediterranean corner.
More information from elsewhere is coming aplenty
(see, for instance, papers from French authors con-
cerning the tropical Pacific in J. Geophys. Res., 104:
3223-3422, 1999). An important question that could
be asked concerns the true state and activity of every
cell (Hagström, 1999).

I could add some information concerning the pri-
mary production of the NW Mediterranean area that,
in general, for the average Mediterranean, is really
high. Although the matter relates only indirectly to
the present subject in this presentation, I would like
to add that my views never were consistent with the
frequently expressed hypotheses that “our” area of
the formation during the cold season of surface
water which density had been increased by strong
evaporation under the effect of Western winds and
then moved vertically downwards. In fact it is a
rather windy region, and strong wind blows often
from West to East, more or less in line with the axis
of the Pyrenees, and happens to be particularly
strong in winter. Such eastward atmospheric trans-
portation along the Pyrenees, can overturn the sys-
tem only feebly, but is effective in synchronizing
somehow what happens in the Biscay Bay and the
Northwestern Mediterranean. I mean that the years
in which atmospheric circulation is more intense,
Atlantic superficial and relatively warm water accu-
mulates in the surface of the Bay of Biscay and the
continuation of the same pattern of atmospheric cir-
culation results in a more strong upwelling in the
Gulf of Lion.

Such pluriannual fluctuations in open waters
were observed and recorded by Le Danois (1925,
1943), and confirmed by the associated shifts along
the respective shores in the distribution of coastal
life, both in French Brittany (approximately in the
direction of meridians) and Spanish Galicia refereed
to such fluctuations as “marine transgressions” a
way of speaking that I find more appropriate than
referring to them in the ponderous expression of “El
Niño and La Niña”– like phenomena”.

The times at which the atmospheric transport
from West to East, along the Pyrenees, is more
important, allow for surface water of relatively
higher temperature to accumulate in the Gulf of
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Biscay and at such times warm water fishes, like
dolphin (Coryphaena) are found there. In the same
years upwelling is more intense in the Gulf of
Lion, along the Catalan-French coast, and deep
water organisms like the Mediterranean krill
Meganyctiphanes, large colonies of Pyrosoma, and
small bathypelagic fishes approach surface along
the Western coast of the Gulf of Lion, as South as
to the latitude of 42°N.

In NW Mediterranean the offshore current goes
NE and its position and intensity shifts, as men-
tioned, in a way that the seasons in which it is par-
ticularly strong approaches the coast, at the lati-
tude of Palamós (42°N), encroaching in the space
in other times occupied by the coastal current. The
dominant northeastbound directed current has
been well recognized by Ovchinnikov (1966) and
LePrieur (1979, 1981) and the last author adds
interesting information about the life that it carries
along. In the space in which the current hits the
Ligurian coast, where water should ascend, Italian
observers have signaled repeatedly the presence of
small bathypelagic fishes, being stranded on the
beaches with dilated and extruded bladders, as
should be expected in specimens forced or pushed
up by ascending water. This could serve as an
abridged description of the scenario of the NW
Mediterranean, an area relatively productive
(above 70 and even close to 100 g of assimilated C
per m2 and year), with the fluctuations to be
expected in such situations.

I suppose that the minute cyanobacteria in our
plankton do not contribute much to the total prima-
ry production of our seas. This is one aspect in the
subject of general factors of productivity in the NW
of Mediterranean that should help to draw the appro-
priate scenario in which to place recent research on
the tiny cells of cyanobacteria in the area, as part of
the general interest aroused by their recognition,
mass evaluation and significance. Recently The
Institut océanographique, Monaco (Charpy and
Larkum, 1999) has produced a special publication
about the subject, and more papers have been pub-
lished and are appearing concerning the Western
Mediterranean.

Experimental work with Chlorella cultures by
Maldonado et al. (1974) has shown how nitrate
reductase of this green unicellular alga can operate
alternatively also as a reducing agent, that is as a
regulator. Thus, it could be expected that the
reducing environment, expressed by the reduction
of nitrate to nitrite just indicates that photosyn-

thetic activity is particularly effective, in condi-
tions where no phosphate is available for synthesis
of genuine living material. A “healthy” activity of
the “valve” in the pelagic domain could ameliorate
the eventual “greenhouse problem”. The effective-
ness of the top layers of the oceans as a valve
would be related to the ratio, concerning the cycle
of nitrogen, f = (new production)/(recycled pro-
duction). The value of this index falls ordinarily
between 0.1 and 0.3; this might be considered as
relatively low. Its meaning could be that the
increase of extant and eventually dormant popula-
tions are limited by other elements, I tend to
believe that the principal factor might be the avail-
ability of phosphorus. The ubiquity of small green
cells is both, an indicator of the general olig-
otrophic condition of the sea, adscribable ordinar-
ily to lack of phosphorus. (I do not want to enter
the discussion about other possible limiting ele-
ments. The Mediterranean, by the way, gets lots of
iron from the Sahara, but remains in the class of
oligotrophic waters.)

Anyway, maps that show the distribution of
nitrite provide interesting hints about the events past
and present going on at sea, in relation with primary
productivity. Given such living conditions, the
observer is amazed at the vitality and persistence of
such small organisms as the chlorophyll bearing
protokariota, of their capacity to remain alive in a
state of apparently suspended animation, that makes
or allows for their immediate availability if any
opportunity for restarting active life presents itself.
Their smallness assures them indefinite persistence
in any level of water and their immediate availabili-
ty. They provide a damping background for nutri-
ents. Remarkable might be also their prospective
symbiotic value in relation with other elements in
the planktonic world. All this returns me –full cer-
cle– back to the times in which I found empirically
that the pigment index in the form of the ratio
between absorption at two wavelengths, actually
430 and 665 µm was a good indicator of the avail-
ability of phosphorus and the growth of particular
kinds of phytoplankton.

Finally, I have had privileged access to the con-
tribution by Codispoti and coworkers that increased
my sense of wonder about the net direction and
amount and ways of transfer of reducing power
between the terrestrial and the oceanic parts of the
biosphere along the history of the Earth and left me
wondering how it could imprint evolution of life in
our planet.
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